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LEAD ASSISTANT DAILY DUTIES 

The dental assistant provides a valuable role for general patient care, regarding office function and maintenance.  We 

work as a team to maintain the office appearance and proper function.  Routine care will ensure that the office will work 

for us and help to minimize unforeseen failures which would otherwise interrupt patient care.  The patient should 

always feel we did everything possible to make them comfortable. The assistant is an integral part of this function in that 

they spend a lot of time with the patient. 

The lead assistant is to ensure that all of these duties listed below are being done in a timely, professional and complete 

manner.  They will also certify that all assistants are fully trained on these duties and are assigned the duties accordingly. 

OPENING DUTIES 

 Open office per office policy, if you are the first employee to arrive. 

 Once an administrative staff member has arrived, assure that the front door is open for early arriving patients. 

 Turn on pumps and sterilize. Fill the Ultrasonic and add the All Purpose Cleaner to the water. 

 Plug in and turn on Cerec machine in the morning. Turn on Cerec Milling Chamber and Glazing unit in Lab. 

 Ensure that everything is stocked and pull tags for any item that is running low and place in the “To be Ordered” bin.  

 Check and fill the water bottles on the chair and in the 12 O’clock unit. 

 Check the schedule and prepare the rooms as necessary for the first patient. 

 Review the entire day's schedule and be prepared for the morning huddle at 20 minutes prior to first patient.  Look 

for openings that could be filled and possible emergency slots to share with the front desk. 

 Check in with staff and help if needed. 

 

DAILY CLINICAL DUTIES 

 

 Make sure doctor is productive and always look to increase same day treatment. 

 Check supplies and lab cases daily.  Make a list for anything missing and order per office policy. 

 Re-stock the cavs & room for clinical procedure. 

 As patient is dismissed, prepare room for next patient. 

 Check note history on patients and check for outstanding treatment.  

 Use protective glasses on all patients. It keeps the bright light and splatters out of their eyes. 

 Always be two steps ahead of the doctor to ensure the doctor never waits, or asks for instruments or supplies 

 When the doctor asks you to do anything or directs any statements to you, always acknowledge him with an audible 

“okay”, or ask for clarity if you didn’t understand. 

 When assisting, follow the doctor with the light. When the doctor asks the patient to move, it is your clue to move 

the light. 

 When assisting, both hands should be used at all times, i.e. double retraction or A/W syringe plus single retraction, 

etc. 

 The assistant must anticipate what the doctor needs. If the doctor has to be asking for instruments repeatedly, then 

you are not anticipating their needs. 
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 Reinforce the necessity of regular cleaning. Encourage more frequent recalls. 

 As needed - review home care, especially how to clean under a bridge. 

DAILY NON-CLINICAL DUTIES 

The duties of chairside assistant are not just assisting and cleaning instruments. Time without patients should be spent 

cleaning instruments, rooms, tray, etc. The treatment rooms should look immaculate at all times. 

 Contribute to an even flow of patients and high level of production by effectively communicating with the “front” to 

ensure patients are seen as close as possible to their scheduled time. 

 Greet all patients warmly and with a smile.  

 Keep patients informed on the process of the appointment and/or updates to the status of the appointment. 

 When speaking with the patient, always promote the office and staff.  Keep your comments positive.  Show genuine 

interest and guide patients to talk about themselves. 

 When assisting the doctor, try to comfort the patient. Talk with the patient to relax them while assisting or doing the 

procedure. When alone, explain to the patient what you are doing in order to minimize fear of the unknown. 

 When dismissing the patient, always accompany them to the front and direct them to the front desk accounts for 

payments services. 

 Contribute to an upbeat and harmonious dental practice through personal actions and attitude toward patients, 

staff and doctors.  Do not talk about personal problems. 

 Use the appropriate communication forms and refrain from asking others to remember things that should have 

been put on a memo or other appropriate form. 

 Adhere to the general guidelines of our office.  Maintain good personal hygiene and appearance. 

 Asks good questions, stay productive and contribute as much as possible. Ask for clarification, if needed. 

CLOSING DUTIES 

 Log off the computer in the operatory 

 Remove any items that don’t belong in the dental operatory that may have collected over the day.  

 Wipe down and disinfect per OSHA standards and apply all barriers.  

 Put away sterilized instruments in their proper locations.  Once fully loaded, start sterilizer and drain ultrasonic. 

 Turn off both glazing unit and Cerec Milling Chamber.  Shut down the Cerec computer and unplug the unit from the 

wall.  

 Sweep operatory and bathroom floor, wipe down counters and sink, and collect trash.  Refill paper towels and toilet 

paper.  

 If you are the last to leave, ensure front door is locked.  

 Turn off air and vacuum pumps. If nitrous was used for the day make sure unit is off.  

 Close all blinds so outside visitors can’t see in while we are closed. 

 Turn off all the lights in your area. 

 Prior to leaving, check with other team members to see if your assistance is needed.  

 If last to leave, hit exit on the alarm and then leave out the side door. Verify door is closed behind you.  


